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Your web workflow with Grow:
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Design review
Built-in security checks
Localization management
Timed launches
Development bliss
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GROW
FEATURE RUNDOWN
Launch pipeline
See all the launches your team
is working on. Grow shows you
the pulse of your organization’s
web workflow via easy-to-use
dashboards.
Clearance for launch
Fine-tuned control over the
sign-off and approval process
for each project. Content and
design sign-off are built-in.
On-demand deployment
You can easily schedule
launches to happen at the
exact time of a marketing
event. Or press a big, fat
“launch now” button.
Agile task management
Use a lightweight task
management system to keep
everyone on the same page.
Security ﬁrst
Before each launch, Grow runs
basic security tests to
proactively protect your users.
Fully îñtérñåtîøñål
The rest of the world shouldn’t
come second. Grow makes
building international web sites
easy and provides tools
specialized for translators.

The best way for your whole team to build
professional creative web sites, together.
Ten years ago it was possible for a single person to build a great web site.
Now, the best web sites are made by teams of people of all backgrounds:
designers, engineers, writers, translators, project managers, creative
agencies, and the people that sign off on the ﬁnished product at the end of
the day. Grow is a space for everyone to collaborate and build better web
sites, together.

Mission Control for your web workflow.
AGILE WEB DELIVERY
Modern web site production
needs a collaborative, social, and
rapid environment. That’s what
Grow provides.
START UP IN SECONDS
Start a project, invite
collaborators, assign tasks and
issues, stage sites for launch,
and perform a launch review.
Grow makes all of these
operations happen in seconds.
Stop guessing about where you
are in a project’s lifecycle.

DEVELOPMENT THAT
DOESN’T SUCK
Grow provides a modern, open
source web site development
platform and CMS. It’s ﬁle-based
and simple, so you can learn it in
under an hour. It runs both locally
and in the cloud. There’s no need to
point and click through slow web
UIs. Use your tools, code anywhere.
CONTENT ZEN
Content is king, so Grow provides
best-in-class tools for modeling,
designing, writing, and reviewing
content.

The launch button for your web sites.
Launches are the most stressful part of the web workflow. Grow ﬁxes that.
Launches happen on your schedule. You review them, you say when they
go live. Grow’s launch procedure integrates with your existing tools and it
can deploy to Google App Engine, Google Cloud Storage, Amazon S3,
GitHub Pages, Dropbox, or any static web server.

Grow is a project by Jeremy Weinstein, who has more than ﬁve years of experience managing and launching web sites at Google.
Grow (the company) also provides launch services for companies and creative agencies. To learn more, email jeremydw@grow.io.

